tools
trade
of
the

Mio™ Technology’s DigiWalker H610 is a handheld personal navigation
system that combines
portable GPS and pointof-interest location with a
digital media player. The
DigiWalker is preloaded
with maps of all 50 states
and Canada and can be
used in the car as well as
in your pocket while
you’re out bicycling or
walking. The WorldMate®
utility provides up-to-date
weather and currency conversions, and the media
you can play on it include
video (MP4, AVI, QuickTime Movie, and WMV),
sound (MP3, WAV, and
WMA), and images (JPEG

and BMP). The system
comes with 64MB of
RAM, and you can add
capacity with SD/MMC
cards in the side card slot.
The 2.7-inch touchscreen
displays in 65,000 colors,
and the bezel framing the
screen is user changeable.
The 1,300 mAh Li-ion battery will last up to five
hours on a charge. The
overall size is 2.32 ✕ 3.35 ✕
0.74 inches, and it weighs
less than four ounces. Visit
www.miogps.com for
more information.
BMC Software, Inc.’s
HelpSTAR 9.0 is a comprehensive help-desk suite
that provides industry best

Mio DigiWalker
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practices in an easy-to-setup format. The suite is
designed around a request
workflow engine that
enables support processes.
Winner of the 2006 Reader’s Choice Award from
Windows IT Pro, HelpSTAR supports flexible
user-defined fields, sophisticated business rules, a
Web portal for your end
users, and a best-practices
knowledge base. New features in the 9.0 version
include a new interface
and an audit that uses
WMI (Windows Management Instrumentation) to
provide information about
the hardware and software
on your network. The new
interface has home pages
that include buttons for
tasks with an accompanying description panel that
outlines the use of each
option. In the Advanced
and Advanced Enterprise
editions, HelpSTAR now
supports a parent/child
structure that lets you link
related requests together
and creates tasks from a
parent request. The

Advanced Enterprise edition lets you create your
own templates to manage
multiple-task projects. The
9.0 version is available in
Small Business, Advanced,
and Advanced Enterprise
editions. Visit www.help
star.com for demos.
Discovery & Predictive
Analytic™ BPM (Business
Performance Management)
software from ISIS Solutions, Inc. employs a plain
English interface that is
accessible without programming, spreadsheets, or
IT support. Using sophisticated mathematical models, the program provides
information on company
data (Discovery) and
analysis of future trends
(Predictive Analytics). The
analytics include leading
indicators of future trends,

Tech Forum

Kodak’s Comeback ◆

Michael Castelluccio, Editor

■ ALONG WITH THE AMERICAN AUTO MANUFACTURERS,

you if there are no buggies. Flexible film is still used by

Kodak is peddling fast to make a comeback from the

professional photographers and in some medical and sci-

brink of extinction. In the case of the film manufacturer,

entific machines, but the digital systems have taken over

the problem hasn’t been superior foreign competition.

the amateur market and are reaching into all the areas

Kodak has been struggling out from under the weight of a

once owned by film companies like Kodak.

“buggy-whip maker” syndrome. When your product, no

You might have expected that the company that invent-

matter how good, is no longer found to be useful, it’s

ed amateur photography would have been faster to

time to get off the track before the innovative express

rethink, retool, and reinvent itself, but progress has been

flattens you.

slow and more painful than expected.

If you’re a buggy-whip maker, you can have a legendary

You can now choose from among a line of Kodak digital

history (Kodak does) and a line of products unsurpassed

cameras and photo printers that let you directly plug the

by others (Kodak does), but excellence isn’t going to save

camera in for home printing, but you can also choose a
continued on next page

fly. Full charting, exception
reporting, and drilling
down into any field are
available with point-andclick through the ISIS Tool
Bar. More information,
including a useful white
paper series, is available at
www.isis-solution.com.

ISIS Discovery and Predictive Analytics

forecasting, and the probability of achieving the forecast and efficiency metrics
used to improve use of
human and capital
resources. The user can
manage sophisticated forecasting using point-andclick navigation on the
customer/product level,
for statistical analysis, cost
allocations, activity-basedcosting, financial consolidations and modeling,

reporting, dashboards, and
predictive analytics and
correlations—all without
knowledge of programming, database structures,
or mathematics. You navigate data on Site Maps that
are user definable. You also
have access to a Presentation Panel that lets you
select different variables in
a database over different
segments in time, enabling
new reports created on the

When you have to cable in
a new USB drive or appliance, do you find yourself
lifting up your bulky desktop to tilt it to the light to
see where you might have
one outlet remaining? Or
do you have desk or file
drawers whose interiors
remain dark no matter
how far you yank them
out? Well, you can either
keep a flashlight in your
desk, or you can Velcro up
a couple of Peanut Emergency Lites where you
need them—including on
the back of your computer
with its confusing tangle

of cables springing out of
it. These little peanutshaped lights are only two
inches long, but they are
surprisingly bright, and
their LED bulbs last a lifetime. The batteries are
replaceable and will run
continuously for 12 hours.
Stick the adhesive-backed
Velcro strip up anywhere
you need extra light and
the Peanut Lite, with its
front-mounted pushbutton, will be there when
you need it. Check new
products at www.zelco.com.

Peanut Emergency Lites
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10 cents per print.”

Canon, Nikon, Panasonic, HP, and

Don’t believe these cost fig-

so on. What the company needs

ures? Then just download Kodak’s

is a leap forward in an area

free program, called Ink Tracker,

where they will be out front.

available at the www.inkisit.com/

Enter the Kodak EASYSHARE

inktracker site. The program will

All-in-One printers. Announced in

expose that cheap printer for what

February this year, the press

it really is—a carrier for the ink

release describes these photo

manufacturer’s cash cow.

printers as a “new line of

After you check to see if your

all-in-one inkjet printers [that

printer is on the supported list

will] produce durable, high-quality

(includes a wide variety of Canon,

documents and photos [with]

Epson, HP, and Lexmark printers),

low-cost premium inks [that]

download the program. The way it

save customers up to 50% on

Kodak’s EASYSHARE All-in-One Printer

everything they print.” The head-

your printer’s end-of-job notifica-

line of the press release was “Kodak

these “high-burn households” are

tions. It keeps track of the number of

Revolutionizes the Inkjet Industry.”

families with children “who frequently

pages you have printed and the type

The revolution is in the inks.

print school projects, e-mails, order

of printing and then calculates an

Currently, many computers come

confirmations, bank statements, craft

average cost per page using a printer

with a free printer from HP or Lex-

projects, and photos.” It is to this

database. If you are skeptical about

mark. These printers seem like a

segment of the market that Kodak is

the program, you can read a more

real bargain until you go to replace

aiming its new line of printers. The

detailed explanation of how Ink Track-

the ink cartridges and find that the

printers are more expensive as an

er knows how much ink is used on

three colors plus black that you need

initial investment, but the inks will

each page and how it guesses how

will set you back maybe $90. That’s

save you 50% over the lifetime of the

much you’re spending for ink in the

$90 for little square cartridges that

printer.

Ink Tracker FAQ, which is available on

weigh a few ounces each. In a back-

The company is very specific about

the website.

grounder article on the Kodak site,

what these savings will mean in

LYRA Research pegs “the total mar-

terms of how many prints you can

Kodak’s Way to the Front of the

ket revenue for inkjet printers, when

get for your money. On the company

Line?

combined with ink and media, [at]

site you will find the following side-by-

The question remains whether cus-

more than $45 billion per year.” The

side comparison:

tomers will continue to be euchred

cheap printer and high-priced inks
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works is the Ink Tracker monitors

“On average, consumers who

into setting up those inexpensive

“drive the total cost of ownership

spend $15 on color ink can print 105

printers with the golden ink car-

(TCO) much higher than is originally

4 X 6-inch photos with the Kodak sys-

tridges or if they will be willing to

assumed at the time of the initial

tem, compared to only 48 4 X 6-inch

spend more for the printer in order to

hardware purchase.” Free isn’t really

photos for the leading competitors.

save up to half on the supplies. One

free when replacement ink in these

Consumers who spend $10 on black

not-so-encouraging sign might be the

cartridges are valued at $4,000 to

ink can produce 349 black-and-white

surplus of hybrid cars now sitting on

$5,000 per gallon. (LYRA’s numbers.)

pages on the Kodak system, com-

the lots as sales have drastically

According to Kodak’s research,

pared to 145 pages for leading com-

slowed for the automobile version of

families with high-volume printing

petitors. This equates to 14 cents of

the more-up-front-less-later-down-the-

needs make up 35% of the house-

ink per 4 X 6 color photo and three

line purchasing model. But then

hold inkjet market. Because this

cents of ink per black-and-white page.

again, how many trips to Staples for

group prints a higher volume of pic-

Consumers can save even more with

inks that cost twice the initial price

tures and documents, they will buy

a Kodak Photo Value Pack, which

of the printer will it take before the

more than the industry average of

includes a color cartridge and 180

average user starts looking at the

4.6 cartridges per year. Kodak says

sheets of Kodak Photo Paper, for just

Kodak alternative?
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